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We should have played the far less competitive and more fun mode where Bulma is being the only Dragon Ball Z character. I think it was a good
game in general but this mode had a lot of fun to be had (and with Bulma being the main player). In the real Dragon Ball Z anime, Goku was usually

the only one who could do much of the fighting, and the tournament was as expected. And Bulma was just supposed to be the "provider" of the title (I
forget the term), so it was not supposed to be her fight against Vegeta or Android 17. Goku was supposed to have to get himself out of whatever

trouble Bulma had put him into, and as a Dragon Ball Super fan I liked seeing that - not having the super fights yet, just Bulma and Goku fighting in
her own way and he showing her a new style of combat. Also, Bulma vs. Vegeta was to be the last fight in this mode, so that in a way Goku was more
like he was in the original Dragon Ball Z anime. I guess Bulma's way of fighting was fun, but I would have preferred for the fights in this mode to be

between Vegeta and Android 17 (as Dragon Ball Super fans know, Android 17 is the strongest Dragon Ball character) But this game was fun, and
Bulma getting to fight with Super Saiyan Goku is always good! Also, I do like how she is "fooled" and uses her "tactics" to take down that guy. As for
the "tech spec" explanation, I still don't know what that means, but it sounds like they are making a point of emphasizing Bulma's technological skill
because she had an episode where she was a super genius - so I guess they are trying to make the point that her skill is a little more special than just

"fighting". (The explanation of the tech spec is that it basically explains that Goku and Bulma were the only two who were able to upgrade their body,
and Bulma had more skill to do so than the other characters, so she got that ability in the anime. But it's more than just that, I think - Bulma is a

genius for the series, and this game puts emphasis on that by using that tech spec in the fighting game.) I love how Bulma kicks the phone after Goku
has gone to sleep, and then goes to her room. It's awesome! And I love how she rolls out and
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